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Abstract: We are used to predict diamagnetic susceptibilities χD to

Na+ or K+, in close proximity to the cluster, and the extent of

a good approximation by atomic increments since there is normally

hydrogen coverage will also play a role.

little dependence on the chemical environment. Surprisingly, we

Here we resume the subject of magnetism with these clusters

find from SQUID magnetization measurements that χD per Pt atom

using a specially synthesized iron-free L zeolite (Supporting

of zeolite supported Pt13 nanoclusters exceeds that of Pt2+ ions by a

Information) to avoid any interference of iron and ambiguities in the

factor of 37-50. The observation verifies an earlier theoretical

interpretation of the data. The potassium form of the zeolite was

prediction. The phenomenon is understood nearly quantitatively on

exchanged using a 3 mM solution of [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2. The product

the basis of a simple expression for diamagnetic susceptibility and

was washed, dried and then calcined in a flux of O2 while the

the superatom nature of the 13-atom near-spherical cluster. The two

sample was heated at a rate of 0.5 K min−1, and keeping the final

main contributions come from ring currents in the delocalized

temperature (623 K) for 5 h. Reduction was then performed in

hydride shell, the second one from cluster molecular orbitals hosting

flowing H2 at a heating rate of 4 K min−1 and keeping the sample at

the Pt 5d and 6s electrons.

503 K for 1 h. The structure of the obtained zeolite sample was
characterized by XRD and solid-state NMR (see Supporting

Nanosize

particles of metallic elements have attracted great

Information, Figures S1 and S2), while the investigation of the Pt

attention since their properties often deviate markedly from those of

clusters was performed by EXAFS[6,11] and EPR spectroscopy.

the bulk metal. For example, micro- and nanosize platinum powder

Details about the experimental procedure which are crucial for a

has been reported to become superconducting,

[1-3]

while bulk Pt does
2

3

not. There are predictions that metal clusters with 10 -10 free
carriers may become superconducting.

[4]

Furthermore, at low

temperature, Pt nanoparticles and clusters show pronounced
[5-7]

defined cluster formation are found elsewhere.[12,13] The extent of H2
or D2 coverage was determined by sequential addition of calibrated
hydrogen aliquots and monitoring the pressure.[11]
The EPR spectrum of a Pt13DX cluster shows a multiplet

whereas bulk Pt has a small positive

spectrum with a regular splitting (see Figure S3). The pattern fits

magnetic susceptibility due to Pauli paramagnetism that is slightly

well the hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron with 12

temperature dependent.[8] Other work predicts a greatly enhanced

equivalent Pt nuclei in natural isotopic abundance and suggests a

diamagnetism in metal clusters,[9,10] but there has been no

superatom structure (Supporting Information). The resolved

experimental verification of this. Diamagnetism is an important

multiplet is clear evidence for a molecular rather than metallic

indicator of superconductivity as well, which raises the interest in

character of the cluster.

superparamagnetism,

this property for small clusters even further. However, since the

Magnetization measurements were performed with a Pt13H38

London penetration depth of superconductors is normally on the

and a Pt13H18 sample using a superconducting quantum interference

order of 100 nm one should not expect to find an ideal

device (SQUID, quantum design MPMXL7). Paramagnetism was

diamagnetism with full exclusion of the magnetic field for objects of

discussed in detail in Ref. 12. In short, Curie behavior with a Curie-

less than 1 nm diameter. Moreover, since magnetic properties reflect

Weiss constant θ = 0 was observed in a temperature range of 20-70

the wavefunction they are of general interest in physics as well as in

K. A magnetic moment of 0.236(2) µB per Pt atom was obtained for

chemistry.

both samples,[13] corresponding to J ≈ 1.5 for the 13-atom cluster or
monodisperse

3 unpaired electrons if the moment is due to electron moments only.

icosahedral or cuboctahedral platinum nanoclusters with 13 ± 2

These values oscillate significantly with the amount of chemisorbed

atoms can be prepared supported within the porous structure of NaY

hydrogen, and they show some development with time.[12,13]

zeolite.[6] Although they are all of the same size they exist in three

Previous XMCD measurements of two similar samples with not

different magnetic states: 15-20% in a high-spin state with a

quantitatively known hydrogen coverage revealed a ratio of orbital

We

have

previously

demonstrated

that

magnetic moment of µ = 3.7 ± 0.4 and 3.0 ± 0.4 µB for Pt13 and

to spin magnetic moments, mL/mS of 0.30(2), and thus to an orbital

Pt13Hm, respectively, a very small fraction of <1% contributes to the

angular momentum contribution to paramagnetism of ca. 23%,

spin-½ EPR signal, and the rest is diamagnetic.[7] The coexistence of

significantly less than for bulk Pt (28%).[7]

different electronic states of the same cluster may be rationalized by

The magnetization saturation curves shown in Figure 1(A)

different local environments, such as the presence of different

reveal the paramagnetic nature of the samples due to a fraction of

numbers of zeolite framework Al atoms or extra framework cations,

high spin clusters at low temperature. All magnetizations are
corrected for the contribution of the plain zeolite. At room

1

temperature and fields >0.2 T, however, the magnetizations turn

external magnetic field (Figure 2). It is analogous to the mechanism

negative, scaling linearly with field, so the behavior is clearly

which is responsible for the large diamagnetic screening in proton

dominated by diamagnetism.

NMR of benzene. For a closed-shell cluster consisting of N atoms
electron spin paramagnetism and orbital diamagnetism vanish, and
the dimensionless volume susceptibility χ is given to first order in
S.I. units by:[17]

χ= −

e 2 µ0 N
ri2 ,
∑
6me V i

(1)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability, and e and me are the electron
charge and mass, respectively. V is the atomic volume, 0.0152 nm3
based on the bulk density of Pt, and

ri2 is the mean square

electron distance of the i-th electron from the center. To convert eqn.
(1) to molar susceptibilities χm, χ has to be multiplied by the molar
volume, 9.09 cm3 mol−1, and to convert to the more conventional
Figure 1. SQUID magnetization measurements obtained with 5.5 wt.% Pt
supported on iron-free KL-zeolite for Pt13H18 (full dots) and Pt13H38 (empty
squares) (A) and for 300 K on an expanded scale (B). The magnetization of the
same amount of zeolite in the absence of Pt was subtracted. The numbers are
given per mol Pt atoms

Above ~40 K, the EPR signal diminishes much more quickly
than predicted by the Curie law, indicating that also some chemical
equilibrium is involved.[14] If this hold also for the high spin state
then it is not surprising that nearly no influence of the paramagnetic
fraction is observed at 300 K. Elsewhere, it was demonstrated for
the 13-atom clusters Mn@Sn12 that excitation of Jahn-Teller active
vibrations has a pronounced effect on the spin structure and causes
rapid transition between states.[15] Evidence for the excitation of
vibrations at low frequencies as expected for the heavy atom Pt
clusters comes from the relaxation rate of the Pt13DX EPR signal

c.g.s. units χD in which all values are quoted here it has to be
divided by 4π. In atoms

ri2

is on the order of

a02 , where a0 is

the Bohr radius. The ground state electron configuration of Pt is
[Xe]4f145d96s1.
In the superatom picture it will be the delocalized cluster
molecular orbitals which determine diamagnetism. These provide
larger radii for the ring currents (see Figure 2), but it appears
nevertheless challenging to explain the experimental enhancement
by a factor 37-50, depending on hydrogen coverage. In addition to
the conventional atomic values (i) we discuss three possible
contributions: (ii) Surprisingly, it was found necessary to involve the
shell of chemisorbed hydrogen atoms. The 1s atomic orbital of H is
energetically significantly lower than the 5d of Pt to which it is
bound. The Pt−H bonding orbital will thus also be of low energy,

which increases with the square of temperature.[14]
The

raw

data

of

the

field-dependent

magnetization

measurements are given in Figure S4, together with an explanation
of the subtraction of the zeolite contribution. The slopes of the
resulting straight lines in Figure 1(B) are the molar magnetic
susceptibilities, in c.g.s. units, given by χD = −441(1) × 10−6 cm3 and

χD = −602(4) × 10−6 cm3 per mol Pt atoms of Pt13H18 and Pt13H38,
respectively. The latter sample is saturated with hydrogen at a

about 5 eV below the Fermi level, making H partly hydride-like (the

These values are spectacular, larger by as

antibonding orbital is slightly above the Fermi level[18]). In DFT

much as a factor of 37-50 compared with expected values for non-

quantum chemical calculations the bridge-bonded site along the

metallic diamagnetic Pt [χD(Pt) ≈ 2ΧD(PtCl2)−χD(PtCl4) = −11 ×

cluster edge was predicted the most stable, but this is without any

10−6 cm3 mol−1; or χD(Pt) ≈ χD(PtCl2)−χD(Cl2) = −13.5 × 10−6 cm3

corrections for zero-point vibrational motion, and the difference to

pressure of 540 mbar.

[11]

−1 [16]

mol ].

All Pt species contribute to the diamagnetic susceptibility. The
origin of this property is normally attributed to ring currents on
atoms which lead to a magnetic moment that is antiparallel to the

the on-top Pt and the threefold hole sites is not large.[14,19]
Figure 2. The mechanism of diamagnetism is ascribed to magnetic field
induced ring currents which are localized on the atoms and lead to a small
magnetic moment that scales with the square of the radius and is antiparallel to
the external magnetic field (left). Due to the superatom nature of clusters the
ring current operates in the delocalized valence orbitals (right). The strongly
enhanced diamagnetism is due to the cluster radius and the large number of
involved electrons.
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Table 1. Diamagnetic susceptibility χD of Pt13Hx clusters in units of 10−6 cm3 per mol Pt atoms
Calculated contribution (number of electrons)a)

sample
14

(i) [Xe]4f

b)

core

(ii) Hydride shell

c)

Experimental
value

(iii) 5d6s shell
Overall Pt13 cluster

(iv) 5d6s shell
Pt4 tetrahedra

sum

Pt13H38

−12

−313 (76/13)

−135 ((120-38)/13)

–62 ((40-38•3/12)/4)

−522

−602(4)

Pt13H18

−12

−148 (36/13)

−167 ((120-18)/13)

–72 ((40-18•3/12)/4)

−399

−441(1)

Pt13

−12

0

-200 (120/13)

–81 (40/4)

−293

Not measured

[a] 10 5d and 6s electrons for each of the 12 surface Pt atoms, diminished by the number of electrons which are involved in the Pt−H bonds. χD
is given per atom of the 13-atom cluster.
[b] Approximate experimental value for Pt2+, see text. The number should be diminished slightly due to the atomic contribution of the remaining
8 d electrons which are part of the 5d6s superatom shell.
[c] Two electrons per Pt−H bond.

The H−H distance of saturated Pt clusters amounts to about 0.22 nm
or 4.7 a0.

[19]

At this distance there is considerable overlap of the H

is that it provides insight into the possible mechanism of
diamagnetism

in

nanoparticles.

Detailed

quantum

chemical

1s electrons, in particular in the hydridic state, which justifies

predictions would be highly desirable, but they seem currently to be

regarding the Pt bound hydrides as a set of doubly occupied

out of range for a heavy element like Pt where relativistic effects are

delocalized cluster molecular orbitals.[19] Approximating the radial

crucial.

distance of this shell from the cluster center by the sum of the Pt−Pt

The SQUID results represent an ensemble average over all Pt

and the Pt−H bond distances (0.277 nm + 0.158 nm = 0.435 nm) we

species, but potential size and shape inhomogeneities are expected

−6

arrive at a contribution to χD of −53.5 × 10 cm per mol hydride

to play a limited role for the diamagnetism. The agreement between

electrons. Per Pt atom this yields χD = −148 × 10−6 cm3 for Pt13H18,

theoretical model and experimental result suggests that the observed

and −313 × 10−6 cm3 for Pt13H38. (iii) The second contribution is due

phenomenon has nothing to do with a superconducting transition,

to the delocalized Pt valence electrons. ri is the positive cluster core

even though the clusters have 102-103 delocalized electrons.[4] Since

radius, which is taken here as the bulk Pt interatomic distance, d =

the EPR multiplet confirms that the clusters are non-metallic this

0.277 nm.[20] On this basis we obtain χD = −21.6 × 10−6 cm3 per mol

excludes also other origins such as a negative Knight shift. Instead,

valence electrons. (iv) Induced ring currents cannot only extend over

we believe that this is the first experimental observation of the

the entire cluster, but also over smaller building blocks. A 13-atom

predicted anomalously enhanced diamagnetic susceptibility in a

cuboctahedron consists of one central atom surrounded by six atoms

well-defined finite size delocalized system.

3

in one plane. Three adatoms are found on top and three more below

A superatom shell-type electronic structure has also been

this plane. This structure can be thought of as composed of 6 edge-

predicted in density functional calculations for Pt13 clusters which

sharing Pt4 tetrahedra, three pointing up from the central plane and

did not include any chemisorbed hydrogen atoms.[22] The present

three down. The four atoms sit on a sphere with a radius R =

essentially quantitative agreement strongly supports that the

0.25•6½d, leading to an increment χD = −8.1 × 10−6 cm3 per mol

superatom concept provides a useful description for understanding

valence electrons.

small spherical clusters. Both, this concept and the strongly

There are also 14 4f electrons per atom. If they were delocalized
over the cluster this would lead to a contribution of the required
magnitude. However, they are energetically lower by 73 eV than the
2

enhanced

diamagnetism

are

characteristic

and

unique

for

nanomaterials with delocalized electron systems.
It would be interesting to investigate the transition to bulk

5d and 6s electrons and have an atomic <r > expectation value of

behavior which has been predicted to occur at a nanoparticle size

only 0.3 a02, an order of magnitude less than the 4d electrons.[21]

with a radius on the order of 10 µm.[10]

This leaves them little probability of overlap and delocalization, so
they will contribute only to the atomic core values. Indeed, they are
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Supporting Information
Materials and Methods: The LTL-type material used for this study was synthesized by using iron-free tetraethoxysilane TEOS (99%,
Fluka) and aluminum isopropoxide AliPrO (98%, Fluka) as silica and alumina raw chemicals, but also potassium hydroxide and distilled
water. The precursor gel was prepared by dissolving in a polypropylene bottle the potassium hydroxide in water, followed by the addition of
the AliPrO alumina source. This suspension was mixed at room temperature about two hours, until a clear solution was observed, indicating
that the aluminum species were completely dissolved in water. The TEOS silica source was then added to the solution and stirred at room
temperature in order to ensure a homogeneous hydrolysis of the alkoxy-silica species in the solution, typically for half an hour. The solution
was stirred for two additional hours at room temperature and then aged overnight without stirring at 20°C. The polypropylene bottle was kept
sealed during the entire preparation of the precursor gel, preventing the evaporation of the isopropanol and ethanol resulting from the
hydrolysis of the TEOS and AliPrO reactants. The precursor gel had the following molar composition: 1.00 SiO2: 0.10 Al2O3: 0.30 K2O: 20
H2O. After having been poured in the autoclave, the gel was submitted to a hydrothermal treatment at 150°C for 72 hours. At the end of the
synthesis, the autoclave was quenched down to room temperature and the product was collected by filtration and washed with distilled water
until a pH of about 9.0 was measured. Thereafter the product was dried at 120°C overnight and was then ready for the investigation. The Xray powder diffraction pattern exhibits all the features of a pure LTL material (Figure S1). No extra peak that can be assigned to a side phase
can be seen. The large peak widths mean that the LTL crystal size is extremely small, most probably close to the nano-sized domain.
Elemental analysis gave an Si/Al ratio of 2.8.
Characterization: MAS NMR experiments of the iron-free KL zeolite were performed on a BRUKER Avence III 400WB spectrometer. In
the 27Al MAS NMR (MAS: magic angle spinning) spectrum, a single line at 59.3 ppm caused by tetrahedrally coordinated framework
aluminum atoms was observed (Fig. S2A). Signals at 91.2, 96.8, 101.5, and 106.5 ppm due to Si(1Si,3Al), Si(2Si,2Al), Si(3Si,1Al), and
Si(4Si) species in the LTL framework, respectively, were found in the 29Si HPDEC MAS NMR (HPDEC: high-power proton decoupling)
spectrum (Fig. S2B). The quantitative evaluation of the relative intensities in the latter spectrum gave the ratio nSi/nAl = 2.3 for framework T
atoms, in satisfactory agreement with elemental analysis. The crystalline phase is intact and no extra-framework aluminum is observed.

Figure S1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of iron-free LTL zeolite.
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Figure S2. 27Al MAS NMR (A) and 29Si HPDEC MAS NMR (B) spectra of iron-free zeolite K-LTL.
The EPR spectrum of a Pt13DX cluster shows a multiplet spectrum with a regular splitting (see Figure S3). The pattern fits well the hyperfine
interaction of the unpaired electron with 12 equivalent Pt nuclei in natural isotopic abundance. The spin density on the 13th atom in the
cluster center is small. This is understood on the basis that this highly symmetric cluster should be regarded as a superatom where the cluster
molecular orbital containing the unpaired electron resembles an atomic orbital with ℓ > 0 that has a node in the center, just as in normal
atoms. Further splitting by the chemisorbed hydrogen is not resolved but contributes to the line width. The EPR signal relates to an electron g
value of 2.3675, reflecting a significant spin-orbit coupling as expected for transition metals with the unpaired electron in a more than halffilled d-orbital. The resolved multiplet reflects the nature of the clusters, which is molecular rather than metallic. The latter should give a
single line due to frequent nuclear spin flips induced by scattering with conduction electrons.

Figure S3. EPR spectrum of Pt13DX measured at 4 K of 5.3 wt.% Pt supported on a commercial KL-zeolite (A) and of 5.5 wt.% Pt on a
specially prepared iron-free KL-zeolite that was used for the present work (B).

Figure S4. Raw data of the SQUID magnetization measurements for three samples: Pt-free zeolite with a mass mzeolite of 63.5 mg, zeolite
with 5.5 wt% Pt in the form of Pt13H18 clusters (mPt13H18 = 63.0 mg, nPt = 17.76 µmol) and zeolite with 5.5 wt% Pt in the form of Pt13H38
clusters (mPt13H38 = 52 mg, nPt = 14.66 µmol). Subtraction of the magnetization of the empty zeolite, Mzeolite, from the magnetization of the
Pt-loaded zeolites, MPt-zeolite, and normalization to obtain the molar magnetizations of Pt as displayed in Figure 1(B) was done using the
following formula:

M zeolite  0.945  mPt  zeolite

 M Pt  zeolite 
mzeolite
M Pt  
nPt











The difference in the numerator, i.e. the magnetization due to the small amount of Pt alone, amounts to 25-30% of the magnetization of the
loaded sample, MPt-zeolite. The high accuracy of the measurements leads to negligible scatter and a good proportionality with field as expected
for diamagnetism (see Figure 1(B)).

